to justify the hopes we had from the first invested in it. It turned out a
veritable thing of the Spirit: a true consort of the prairie. The last of the
prairie houses' it shall be? so I thought—though I don't know why.
Should you ever see it, observe this fact... the house did something
remarkable to that site. The site was not stimulating before the house
went up—but like developer poured over a negative, when you view the
environment framed by the Architecture of the house from within, some-
how, like magic—charm appears in the landscape and will be there
wherever you look. The site seems to come alive.
Hib saw this. He felt it did express, in a finer sense, human feeling for
the young wife lost than anything else he could have done. And soon he
began to wake up really and actually live in the house. That house, more
than anything else, I believe, brought Hib back again. But he might be
unwilling to say so.
HERESY
A test is usually heresy. Ever since I can remember trying to build, tests
have been going on under my supervision. A test of some kind was always
either in sight or just around the corner, or was just evaporating results
and another necessary. The supreme test, I suppose, was the earthquake's
grasp of the Imperial Hotel. Leading up to that final test were foundation
tests with borings and pig-iron leadings; slab tests5 cantilever tests; tests
of the value of continuity in heavy concrete beams; tests of stair-flights
extending from floor slabs like extended arms* Not to mention plumbing
tests, wiring tests. Test by test we arrived at the ultimate: the Imperial's
flexible stability.
Nearly every structure I have built, large or small, required some test* Or
many. Floor-heating tests; novel wall-construction tests; tests of new details
of fenestration. Fireplace construction to be tested; roof construction in new
materials to be tried out. Experiment following experiment. Frequently
one test would require others. One experiment would lead to the next
until the building process extending back over a period of forty-five years
resembles the continuous test to which life itself subjects the architect
himself.
It is true that nature never puts an idea of Form into practice, plants
a new type or species, that she doesn't plant its natural enemy beside it
Nature has her equilibrium to maintain. She is continually maintaining
her sense of proportion in all things. So when we make tests we are really
trying to discover her status quo (for so it is), or, shall we say, the laws of
proportion inherent in her own designs. Her equilibrium is an unknown
quantity. It is probably God and we cannot reach God on a stepladder,
which is what a Code is. And probably a very short and rickety one. But
Kghtness and strength in erection, volume and weight at the ground
levels, certain obvious limited patterns, we may see make sense before
fK. There are many variations of this, Hence the test.
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